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Research on complex problem solving (CPS) has reached
a stage where certain standards have been achieved,
whereas the future development is quite ambiguous. In
this situation, the editors of the Journal of Dynamic Deci-
sion Making asked a number of representative authors to
share their point of view with respect to seven questions
about the relevance of (complex) problem solving as a
research area, about the contribution of laboratory-based
CPS research to solving real life problems, about the roles
of knowledge, strategies, and intuition in CPS, and about
the existence of expertise in CPS.

Why should there continue to be problem
solving research (in addition to research
on memory, decision-making, motivation
etc.)?

The virtue of problem solving as object of research lies
in its integrative potential. Problem solving is an ac-

tivity that is characteristic of humans. As a form of action
it involves the entire person: Goals have their roots in per-
sonality, knowledge acquisition and use as well as thinking
are important topics in cognitive science, just like moti-
vation, self-regulation and emotion are in other areas of
psychology. I am convinced that insight into the human
mind can only be gained when the interactions of impor-
tant subsystems are considered. Moreover, problem solving
research treasures an arsenal of methods that reminds psy-
chologists that not everything is best investigated by way
of large-scale studies, which suggest mistaking average ef-
fects or correlations for explanations, or even for theories.

What are the connections between current
CPS research practice and real problems?
Where do you see potential for
development towards stronger relations?
Currently, the mainstream of research about CPS, revolv-
ing around the multiple (or minimal) complex systems test
MicroDYN (e.g. Greiff, Fischer, et al., 2013), has little
to do with real problems. Consequently, there are claims
about turning to more realistic microworlds (Funke, 2014).
While I am sympathetic to these claims and believe that
CPS research in the narrower sense should be more aware of
research about naturalistic decision making (Klein, 2008),
I do not think that only high-fidelity simulations should be
used (see Question 5). However, I expect from authors that
they state more thoroughly, with what research interest

they conduct studies with specific microworlds. Just stat-
ing that our world is increasingly complex and dynamic,
and therefore we must study how persons deal with such
systems, is not sufficient. In particular, I doubt that the
requirement to explore a completely new and unknown sys-
tem is very common in reality.

Given the artificiality of the laboratory
situation, do participants really adopt the
presented problems? What insights can be
gained despite this artificiality and which
cannot?
I think that many of our participants do not adopt the pre-
sented problems as their own. And those who do so, often
do not adopt them to a degree they would if they were
real and personal problems. For example, I have never
seen a participant confronted with the “Tailorshop” who
conducted exact cost analysis to fix a rational shirt price
before starting the game. However, treating things lightly
and trying to solve problems that are not existential on the
quick appears typically human to me. It is just this transi-
tion from a halfhearted approach to immersion into a prob-
lem – and the conditions that support it – that can well
be investigated via simulated complex problems. Another
research question that can be studied in laboratory situ-
ations refers to how persons reduce complexity. In “The
logic of failure”, Dörner (1996) has described a number
of ways how this happens. For example, persons tend to
search for a central variable to which they attribute exces-
sive explanatory power. However, as the book title sug-
gests, these observations focus on detrimental attempts to
reduce complexity, which might be shifted to a more pos-
itive orientation in future research (see also Osman, 2010,
discussed under Question 5).

What evidence exists for the influence of
other kinds of knowledge besides
structural knowledge on the results of
CPS? Which of these kinds of knowledge
should be examined in future research?
Besides structural knowledge, the best-studied type is
strategy knowledge, which I address under Question 5.
In the future, we should investigate the significance of
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knowledge about concepts from systems theory: exponen-
tial growth, saturation, properties of non-linear dynamics,
such as self-organization, phase transitions, or attractors
(Schiepek & Strunk, 2010). I believe that persons who are
familiar with such concepts should be better at control-
ling complex dynamic systems, because these concepts are
helpful for understanding the system at hand; and they are
associated with hints about potential actions or caveats.
Simple examples of these are considering side effects or de-
layed effects.

What evidence is available for the impact
of strategies (except VOTAT) on the
results of CPS? Which of these strategies
should be examined more closely?

As stated above, I think that the best-studied type be-
sides structural knowledge is strategy knowledge. An im-
portant class of exploration tactic whose role in CPS has
been rediscovered recently is observing the dynamics of a
system without interventions, if necessary after a short im-
pulse. I have named this tactic PULSE (Schoppek & Fis-
cher, 2017), but there are a number of other descriptions
and demonstrations that this tactic is beneficial (Beck-
mann, 1984; Schoppek, 2002; NOTAT: Lotz, Scherer, et
al., 2017). However, like for VOTAT, the area of appli-
cation for PULSE is narrow: exploring unknown systems.
Osman (2010) has discussed the necessity to reduce com-
plexity when dealing with the characteristic uncertainty of
complex dynamic control tasks, which clearly has a strate-
gic aspect. In my opinion, the proposed monitoring and
control framework is too abstract to derive specific strate-
gies from it. Although I doubt that we can find much
generalizable evidence about the features of a promising
strategy for reducing complexity, I consider it worthwhile
to study the different ways of reducing complexity in spe-
cific domains.

Is there intuitive CPS?

At first glance, “intuitive CPS” sounds like a contradic-
tion. When we consider a problem being defined by a
barrier that precludes direct goal achievement, and intu-
ition as a solution that comes into mind without think-
ing, there is no intuitive CPS. In other words, a task that
can be accomplished without thinking is not a problem.
However, a problem solving process can comprise varying
portions of intuitive components. Such components could
be, for example, the execution of an exploration tactic,
the recognition of a critical system status, the recognition
of an opportunity for a certain intervention, or pondering
the constraints of different input possibilities. Gobet and
Chassy (2009) have presented a model of expert problem
solving in chess that incorporates intuitive and analytic
components and their interplay. These authors define in-
tuition as “the rapid understanding shown by individuals,
typically experts, when they face a problem” (Gobet &
Chassy, 2009, p.151), and model it by the formation of a
network of increasingly complex chunks. This approach
might be fruitfully applied to CPS. In addition, I estimate
a dual-processing framework (Evans, 2012) as useful for
teasing apart intuitive and analytic components of prob-
lem solving (Schoppek, 2020).

What distinguishes experts in CPS from
laypersons?
This question implies that there are experts in CPS, which
is not self-evident. Greiff and his colleagues view CPS as a
general competence (Greiff & Martin, 2014), whereas Tri-
cot and Sweller (2014) provided compelling evidence for
the primacy of domain-specific knowledge (e.g. air-traffic
controllers can hold enormous amounts of flight related in-
formation in working memory, but are not better at stan-
dard working memory tests). However, I think that there
is knowledge about complex dynamic systems that can
potentially be applied to a wide range of problem situa-
tions, regardless of their specific domain. These include
the items addressed under Question 4, but also the ability
to recognize classes of systems. For example, a person who
has understood the oscillating dynamic of the legendary
“sugar factory” (Berry & Broadbent, 1984) and has ex-
plored predator-prey systems, is probably better prepared
for dealing with oscillations in a new domain than a person
who had none such experiences. Additionally, experts have
a large repertoire of strategies at their disposal (see Ques-
tion 5) and can execute many tactics almost automatically.
Apart from these knowledge related characteristics, I would
expect that CPS experts feel more appealed by a complex
problem. They are more likely to perceive a failed problem
solving attempt as challenging self-worth than laypersons.
This hypothesis may contribute to explain the replicated
finding that science students are better at controlling dy-
namic systems that are new to them than students of other
majors (Schoppek, 2004, 2020). It is also an example of the
relevance of motivational, self-regulatory, and emotional
processes for understanding (complex) problem solving.
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